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Electronic warfare (EW) is any action involving the use of the electromagnetic spectrum (EM spectrum) or
directed energy to control the spectrum, attack an enemy, or impede enemy assaults. The purpose of
electronic warfare is to deny the opponent the advantage of, and ensure friendly unimpeded access to, the
EM spectrum.
Electronic warfare - Wikipedia
"Yet, while denial might placate those who do not prefer to confront unpleasant facts, truth does not
FREEDOMFIGHTERS FOR AMERICA - INTELLIGENCE AND ELECTRONIC
Targeted killing is defined as a form of assassination based on the presumption of criminal guilt. [citation
needed] Some analysts believe it to be a modern euphemism for the assassination (prominent premeditated
killing) of an individual by a state organization or institution outside a judicial procedure or a
battlefield.[citation needed]Since the late 20th century, the legal status of ...
Targeted killing - Wikipedia
2 As Amended Through 17 October 2007 JP 1-02 accounting line designator â€” A five-character code,
consisting of the target desired ground zero designator and the striking command suffix, to indicate a specific
nuclear strike by a
JP 1-02 Deparment of Defense Dictionary of Military and
Electronic warfare, aka psywar, psychotronic warfare, mind control, synthetic telepathy, remote neural
monitoring (RNM), non-lethal weapons, directed energy weapons (DEW), Silent Sound Spread Spectrum or
SSSS or s-quad, and various other names, is an amazing story of U.S. government top secret cold war
unconventional sound manipulation and anti-brain beam weapons research and development gone ...
StopPsyWar.com--Also StopBeamWeapons.com, StopCOINTELPRO
Brief Ever since radar being used in battle in an attempt to gain superior situation awareness and guide
weapons, various techniques were created to reduce the effectiveness of those sensors. Whiles passive
countermeasure such as Stealth techniques were invented to help military assets hide and stay invisible from
enemy's sensors, electronic countermeasure techniques were invented to confuse,â€¦
Electronic Countermeasure (ECM) â€“ Aircraft 101
(ed note: this is a commentary about the computer game Children of a Dead Earth). I see a lot of
misconceptions about space in general, and space warfare in specific, so today Iâ€™ll go ahead and debunk
some.
Conventional Weapons - Atomic Rockets
Verizon Wireless now has 68.7 million subscribers and generates $48.7 billion in annual revenue. Total
wireless subscribers totaled 262.7 million, or 84 percent of the U.S. population, as of June, according to the
International Association for Wireless Telecommunications. Nearly half, or 46 percent, of children ages 8 to
12 use cell phones, according to the Nielsen Co. *
Cell phones : Use, misuse, and electronic countermeasures
SPC Lamonte Jordan Smith 4/26/91-9/26/10 In Memory of my Son who died while serving in the US Army.
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You are missed by so many. I love you forever,
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